residenquiries@lancaster.ac.uk
Join our community and start your journey to innovation.

Our campus-based community offers a unique space for start-ups and medium-sized enterprises to engage, innovate and share. Each location offers the resources to house businesses from sectors such as manufacturing, chemical, digital, environmental sciences and health. Lancaster University offers adaptable office space, fully furnished labs and flexible co-working areas, including dedicated meeting rooms with countless possibilities.

Joining our community also offers your business the chance to engage with all University departments, giving organisations support and guidance from academics, experienced business development managers as well as access to student recruitment from the University’s talent pool.

Our vision is to create a thriving innovation campus, a community of businesses, public and third sector organisations collaborating with world-class, inter-disciplinary academics and international student talent. Together we will co-design and co-create new technologies, products, processes and services which drive economic prosperity and have positive societal and environmental impact.

Email: residentenquiries@lancaster.ac.uk
InfoLab21 is home to the School of Computing and Communications, where digital businesses are based and can work alongside world class researchers in Computer Science and ICT in a unique collaborative environment.

InfoLab21 has its own Café featuring a rooftop balcony, providing breath-taking views over Campus’ over the nearby Bowland Fells. It’s the ideal setting to catch-up with colleagues and externals over a hot drink in a unique and impressive setting.

From meeting rooms to board rooms, InfoLab21 has spaces dedicated to help you host those all-important workshops and events. The spaces offer a modern, sleek feel and are equipped with all the tools to help you engage your organisation’s audience and workforce.

Email: residentenquiries@lancaster.ac.uk
The Lancaster Environment Centre (LEC) is where environmental businesses can thrive working alongside world class environmental researchers, high achieving students, government scientists and fellow enterprises to address today’s biggest environmental and societal challenges.

The LEC building has three different cafes to choose from, each only a five-minute walk away and all offering fresh coffee, pastries as well as delicious options for lunch. The Spine (main walkway through campus) is fitted with sheltering roofs, meaning even the Lancashire weather won't deter you or your colleagues from collecting your morning pick-me up.

LEC provides ample meeting and workshop spaces, such as training rooms fitted with sliding partitions offering adaptability from a meeting room space to an event space. LEC also has a sustainably designed atrium, offering a vibrant open space for meeting externals.
cTAP houses chemical and manufacturing businesses ranging from small to medium and large sized-enterprises, to work alongside researchers from the Department of Chemistry and access a unique suite of cutting-edge instrumentation and facilities.

In addition to the specialist facilities & equipment manned by experienced technicians; enterprises can also access wet lab space, workspaces, meeting rooms and a dedicated team of researchers funded to work with industry.

cTAP is based in the centre of Campus, just off from Alexandra Square. Here you will have close access to multiple cafes, restaurants and shops, as well as outdoor space to host outdoor catch-ups and even explore the weekly market stalls.

Email: residentenquiries@lancaster.ac.uk
The University’s new Health Innovation Campus has created a distinct health and wellbeing ecosystem at Lancaster. As well as business space, it houses the Lancaster Medical School and Division of Health Research - offering collaboration opportunities with world-class researchers and undergraduate and postgraduate students from across the University, in an inspiring setting designed to be a catalyst for tackling some of society’s biggest health challenges.

The café within the campus’ flagship Health Innovation One building, Hive, has a menu deliberately designed to feature healthier options for breakfast and lunch. Showcasing the unique outside-in design of the new facility, huge glass walls provide stunning views across the surrounding countryside.

Designed as a collaborative hub, the building includes an Innovation Lab and Business Lounge – as well as meeting rooms of all sizes. The lobby area also provides a large-scale event space and gallery.

The campus is set within the University’s sport and exercise quarter, within a short distance from the Sports Hall, Woodland Walk and grass and all-weather games pitches. Showers are provided within Health Innovation One for residents to utilise.
A work-life balance is highly important to us at Lancaster University, and campus offers the perfect environment and facilities to help your employees thrive in and out of the office.

Centre of Campus
6min walk

Lancaster Train Station
13min Drive | 26min Bus | 17min Bike

Lancaster Bus Station
26min Bus | 17min Bike | 12min Drive

M6 Junction
16min drive

Email: residentenquiries@lancaster.ac.uk
If you want to find out more about our facilities please contact: residentenquiries@lancaster.ac.uk

Or you can find out more on the website:
www.lancaster.ac.uk/sci-tech/business-space
www.lancaster.ac.uk/health-innovation/business-space